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Doximity delivers remote capabilities to 
medical professionals  

Doximity is the leading digital platform for medical 
professionals. Recognizing that clinicians are mobile by 
nature, Doximity delivers a suite of tools that enable 
verified members to perform their jobs on-the-go or 
while working remotely. The company’s network members 
include doctors, nurses, nurse practitioners, physician 
assistants, and pharmacists. 

Doximity and its Android mobile application serve an 
important need as medical professionals have turned to 
the multifaceted app for activities such as telemedicine, 
patient referral facilitation, and targeted medical 
news. “Just like everyone else these days, doctors are 
starting to work from home and need a way to contact 
their patients,” states Matt Rea, Android Engineering 
Manager at Doximity. “Any increase in usage can triple 
or quadruple any issues you might have in the app, so 
crashes and infrastructure errors can’t be taken lightly.”

Focus on stability drives visibility and 
strong user experiences

In late 2019, the Android team implemented Bugsnag, 
which Matt describes as fortuitous. “Going into 2020, 
we had the goal to work on improving stability,” Matt 
explains. “Once I started looking into Bugsnag, I realized 
how full-featured it was. Luckily, we implemented 
Bugsnag, so that was perfect timing for us.”

Another reason the Android team decided to implement 
Bugsnag was to benefit from its widespread adoption by 
Doximity’s backend and web teams. Approximately 75 
projects and applications were already using the error 
monitoring solution. 

“We wanted to have one place, specifically 
Bugsnag’s Stability Center page, where we could 
view application health for the entire system.”*

CHALLENGE

Doximity sets out to improve application stability for its 
Android application as medical professionals rely on its 
services to communicate remotely. 

RE SULTS

The Android team improves app stability by aligning 
teams, streamlining workflow, and achieving a 99.99% 
stability score with Bugnsnag.

Doximity achieves 99.99% stability 
score with Bugsnag 
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If a major issue or outage happens or a database goes 
down, we can see everything that spikes,” Matt states. 
“That kind of high-level view is invaluable.”

Rounding out the decision was a recognition by the 
Android team that they needed more than crash-free 
scores to ensure strong user experiences. Now with 
measuring application stability, Doximity gains a more 
reflective and holistic view of their application health. As 
Matt explains, “Looking at crashes is only one piece of the 
picture. Obviously, you never want an app to crash, but 
you also don’t want an app to be available but not useful. 
Those are the kinds of things that, looking only at crash-
free ratings, for example, you would miss.”

Bugsnag fosters productivity and team 
alignment with remote work

Matt acknowledges that it is paramount for managers 
to ensure that employees are feeling confident with their 
work.  Finding ways to reduce burnout around tasks like 
error detection became a priority. “Bugsnag made it 
much easier to track down bugs,” Matt states. “Instead of 
banging your head against the wall to figure out how an 
error occurred, the breadcrumbs that Bugsnag attaches 
to errors really help. We make good use of breadcrumbs.” 
The team also benefits from integrating Bugsnag with 
Slack to receive focused error alerts.

As the Android lead, Matt also appreciates the metadata 
that Bugsnag provides. “Android is a pretty fragmented 
ecosystem, so a bug might occur only on Samsung or 
LG devices or certain OS versions, which can be pretty 
hard to track down from a normal QA bug reporting 
perspective,” Matt explains. “Bugsnag gives the engineer 
more of a starting point, more of a big picture around 
‘how did this occur?,’ which definitely makes things 
easier.”

To minimize the impact of errors on its user base, the 
Android team takes advantage of phased rollouts, 
supported by Bugsnag. With two week release cycles, 
Doximity sends out new releases to only 10% of its user 
base to ensure there are no spikes in errors or crashes. 

“Tracking releases is one of my primary 
responsibilities—to make sure releases go out on 
time and are stable—so the Releases dashboard is 
one of my favorite features in Bugsnag.”*

“We generally have several versions in production, so I 
can see the past five releases, what the adoption is on 
each release, and what the stability is for each release,” 
Matt states.



About Bugsnag
Bugsnag is the “command center” for software stability for mobile, web, and backend 
applications. We empower software teams to make data-driven decisions around 
building new features versus fixing bugs. Bugsnag processes over a billion crash reports 
every day and over 6,000 organizations worldwide use Bugsnag as their daily dashboard, 
including Airbnb, Slack, Pinterest, Lyft, Yelp, and Pandora. Based in San Francisco, CA, 
Bugsnag is backed by Google Ventures, Benchmark Capital, and Matrix Partners. 

Try Bugsnag for free 
or request a demo.
Learn more at bugsnag.com
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Android team achieves stability score target of 99.99% and sets new stability goals for the 
future

After implementing Bugsnag, the Android team focused initially on resolving outstanding crashes to improve the overall 
stability of the app. “Thanks to Bugsnag, we were able to get on top of a few big crashes right away,” Matt explains. The team 
adopted Bugsnag’s stability targets in order to establish goals and achieve strong stability for users. 

“While 99.99% seemed pretty lofty and difficult to achieve, we got there over the course of 2019 and into 
2020. I think it’s a pretty good goal to try to hit that 99.99% with each release.” 

* — Matt Rea, Android Engineering Manager

Today, the Android team benefits from streamlined workflows and a quick understanding of the source for any new errors. 
Next, they are starting to look into Android ANRs (application not responding) and native crashes for features such as video 
calling that use native libraries. Matt also plans to broaden his use of Bugsnag’s user stability score. “So far, I’ve been mainly 
focused on the session score, although I’ve been keeping an eye on the user stability score as well. I would like to start 
leveraging that in the future.”

Overall, the Android team feels confident that they can catch errors before users find them and ensure a consistent user 
experience. As Matt states, “With Bugsnag, we can not only catch crashes, but we also have it hooked into our data layer 
so any error responses from the server or any internal errors within the app are caught as well. Even if the user doesn’t know 
about it, we can still see it on the dashboard.”

About SmartBear

At SmartBear, we focus on your one priority that never changes: quality. We know delivering quality software over and over is complicated. So our tools 

are built to streamline your DevOps processes while seamlessly working with the products you use – and will use. Whether it’s TestComplete, Swagger, 

ReadyAPI, Cucumber, Zephyr, Bugsnag, or one of our other tools, we span from test automation, API lifecycle, collaboration, performance testing, test 

management, app stability and error monitoring, and more. Whichever you need, they’re easy to try, easy to buy, and easy to integrate. We’re used by 

16 million developers, testers, and operations engineers at 24,000+ organizations – including world-renowned innovators like Adobe, JetBlue, FedEx, 

and Microsoft. Wherever you’re going, we’ll help you get there. Learn more at smartbear.com, or follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter, or Facebook.
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